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Abstract. The retreat of Arctic sea ice is frequently considered as a possible driver of changes in climate extremes in the Arctic1

and possibly down to mid-latitudes. However, it remains unclear how the atmosphere will respond to a near-total retreat of2

summer Arctic sea ice, a reality that might occur in the foreseeable future. This study explores this question by conducting3

sensitivity experiments with two global coupled climate models run at two different horizontal resolutions to investigate the4

change in temperature and precipitation extremes during summer over peripheral Arctic regions following a sudden reduction5

in summer Arctic sea ice cover. An increase in frequency and persistence of maximum surface air temperature is found in all6

peripheral Arctic regions during the summer when sea ice loss occurs. For each million km2 of Arctic sea ice extent reduction,7

the absolute frequency of days exceeding the surface air temperature of the climatological 90th percentile increases by ∼4%8

over the Svalbard area, and the duration of warm spells increases by ∼1 day per month over the same region. Furthermore,9

we find that the 10th percentile of surface daily air temperature increases more than the 90th percentile, leading to a weakened10

diurnal cycle of surface air temperature. Finally, an increase in extreme precipitation, which is less robust than the increase in11

extreme temperatures, is found in all regions in summer. These findings suggest that a sudden retreat of summer Arctic sea ice12

clearly impacts the extremes in maximum surface air temperature and precipitation over the peripheral Arctic regions with the13

largest influence over inhabited islands such as Svalbard or Northern Canada. Nonetheless, even with a large sea ice reduction14

in regions close to the North Pole, the local precipitation response is relatively small compared to internal climate variability.15

1 Introduction16

Arctic sea ice extent has been decreasing since the beginning of satellite observations in 1979. This decrease has occurred in17

all seasons but is more pronounced in late summer. In particular, September sea ice extent has shrunk by about 50% since the18

beginning of the satellite era (Onarheim et al., 2018). The loss of sea ice, which is largely attributed to the accumulation of19

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere following anthropogenic emissions (Notz and Stroeve, 2016; Screen et al., 2018) but also20

to internal climate variability (Ding et al., 2017), has been proposed as a key driver of "Arctic Amplification" (AA) through21
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changes in albedo (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994; Screen and Simmonds, 2010) and other temperature-related feedbacks (Pithan22

and Mauritsen, 2014).23

24

To investigate the role of the sea ice retreat on climate, observations are not sufficient (Smith et al., 2019). Indeed, sea ice25

and atmospheric circulation might be related to each other in the observational record, but this relationship could have occurred26

by chance. The relationship could also be non-causal, especially if both sea ice and the atmospheric circulation are driven by27

a common factor (Blackport et al., 2019). To overcome these problems, the use of numerical model experiments, in which a28

retreat of summer Arctic sea ice can be imposed, is an attractive approach to determine the influence of sea ice anomalies on the29

climate system. However, even with exactly the same experimental setup, significant differences in the mid-latitude responses30

are found within the same model, suggesting that internal climate variability to Arctic sea ice loss can play a large role (Peings31

et al., 2021).32

33

The winter climate response to a summer Arctic sea ice loss and/or AA have garnered a lot of attention (e.g. Francis and34

Vavrus, 2012; Cohen et al., 2014; Barnes and Screen, 2015; Cohen et al., 2020). So far these responses have mostly been35

studied for mid-latitude regions (Ogawa et al., 2018). A large uncertainty in the dynamical aspects of the climate response to36

Arctic sea ice loss in midlatitudes (Coumou et al., 2018) can also be observed in summer, when the role of the stratosphere37

is negligible (Kidston et al., 2015). However, the climate response near the regions of Arctic sea ice loss depends primarily38

on the surface heat flux changes (e.g. Deser et al., 2010) and is therefore less dependent on internal climate variability than at39

mid-latitudes. Thereby, the signal (response of the atmosphere to sea ice loss) to noise (internally generated variability) ratio40

over the peripheral Arctic regions is larger and less ensemble members are needed to get a significant response compared to41

mid-latitude regions (Screen et al., 2014). Studies focusing on the summer response of the atmosphere to sea ice reductions42

and/or AA have been restricted to mid-latitude regions (Horton et al., 2016; Coumou et al., 2018).43

44

In summer, the dynamical and thermodynamical aspects both could tend to lead to more extreme weather events such as hot45

extremes (Horton et al., 2016). An increase of climate extremes (frequency, intensity or persistence) can have greater impacts46

on human activities and on the natural environment than an increase in the climatic mean (Kunkel et al., 1999). Over the47

last decades, extreme heat events have increased in the Arctic regions mainly over the Arctic North America and Greenland48

(Matthes et al., 2015; Dobricic et al., 2020) and Arctic aridity has decreased (Meredith et al., 2019). These changes are already49

impacting the Arctic regions with a change in fish stocks (Hollowed et al., 2013; Haug et al., 2017) and in agriculture (Steven-50

son et al., 2014), and posing risks to local communities (Ford et al., 2008). Moreover, a "new Arctic" climate could even emerge51

during this century (Landrum and Holland, 2020). Indeed, a larger decrease of magnitude in cold extremes compared to the52

increase in warm extremes and an increase in precipitation extremes are expected over high latitudes (Kharin et al., 2013; Sill-53

mann et al., 2013b). The projected Arctic sea ice loss could be responsible for this decrease in temperature variance (Blackport54

et al., 2021) and in the increase in precipitation extremes, but with a significant difference between regions (Screen et al., 2015).55

56
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Even if the rate of summer Arctic sea ice decline is not uniform and might be slowed down for a few years depending on57

the effect of internal climate variability (Swart et al., 2015), sudden reductions in Arctic sea ice extent are likely to be more58

frequent in the future with sea ice retreating 4 times faster than the long-term trend (Holland et al., 2006). Moreover, many59

state-of-the-art climate models project a summer ice-free Arctic conditions before 2050 (SIMIP, 2020). The peripheral Arctic60

regions will be the first regions to be affected by a sudden sea ice retreat.61

62

In this study, we investigate how the maximum surface air temperature and precipitation extremes over the land areas of63

Arctic regions in summer respond to a large sudden Arctic sea ice loss. To answer this question, outputs from two coupled64

general circulation models (GCMs) that participated in the High Resolution Model Intercomparison Project (HighResMIP;65

Haarsma et al. (2016)), at two different horizontal resolutions, and contributing to the EU Horizon 2020 PRIMAVERA66

project (PRocess-based climate sIMulation : AdVances in high resolution modelling and European climate Risk Assessment,67

https://www.primavera-h2020.eu/) are used. Although the models are quite similar in their configurations, using two models68

and two different horizontal resolutions allows to have a better approach to determine robust climate responses. The focus is69

on summer as it is the period when maximum temperatures and precipitation are highest over the peripheral Arctic regions.70

71

2 Models and method72

2.1 Models73

Two fully coupled atmosphere-land-sea ice-ocean GCMs, namely, ECMWF-IFS and CNRM-CM6-1, are used in this study74

and described below. These models participated in the HighResMIP, which was an endorsed sub-project of the sixth phase of75

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6; Eyring et al., 2016). The model characteristics for each resolution are given76

in Table 1.77

2.1.1 ECMWF-IFS78

The atmospheric component of ECMWF-IFS, the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), uses a semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian79

discretization (Ritchie et al., 1995; Temperton et al., 2001). The model is based on the IFS cycle 43r1. The land surface80

component is the Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme of Surface Exchanges over Land (H-TESSEL; Balsamo et al. (2009)).81

The ocean component is version 3.4 of the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO3.4; Madec et al., 2013).82

NEMO3.4 is coupled to the second version of the Louvain-la-Neuve Sea-Ice Model (LIM2; Bouillon et al. (2009); Fichefet83

and Morales Maqueda (1997)), which includes a three-layer model for the vertical conduction of heat in sea ice. The coupling84

between the ocean and atmosphere is resolved by the sequential single-executable strategy used by Mogensen et al. (2012) at85

a frequency of 1 hr (Roberts et al., 2018). There is no coupling between precipitation over land and the runoff to the ocean86

but, to overcome this limitation, a climatological approximate calculation of the freshwater input is determined at each coastal87
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grid point. Finally, unlike the operational setup of ECMWF where the surface energy balance is calculated in the land surface88

module (Mogensen et al., 2012), the skin temperature from LIM2 is coupled to mitigate the excessive sea ice volume in the89

Arctic.90

91

Two different configurations of the model have been used. The first configuration, ECMWF-IFS-LR (hereafter ECMWF-92

LR), uses the Tco199 grid for the atmosphere, which has a horizontal resolution of about 50 km, and the ORCA1 tripolar93

grid for the ocean, which has a nominal resolution of ∼ 1◦ (Roberts et al., 2018). The second configuration, ECMWF-IFS-94

HR (hereafter ECMWF-HR), uses the Tco399 grid for the atmosphere, which has a horizontal resolution of about 25 km,95

and the ORCA025 tripolar grid for the ocean, which has a resolution of ∼ 0.25◦. The vertical resolution is the same for both96

configurations, with 91 levels in the atmosphere, extending up to 0.01 hPa, and 75 levels in the ocean (Madec, 2016). Beside97

the resolution, the only differences between the two configurations come from the resolution-dependent parameterizations in98

NEMO (Roberts et al., 2018). Both configurations of the model simulate the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) variability99

reasonably well (not shown).100

101

2.1.2 CNRM-CM6-1102

The atmospheric component of CNRM-CM6-1 is version 6.3 of the global atmospheric model ARPEGE-Climat (Voldoire103

et al., 2019). It uses a semi-Lagrangian numerical integration scheme and has 91 verticals levels with a high-top level at 0.01104

hPa. The model is based on cycle 37 of the ARPEGE/IFS system. This model is coupled to the surface component SURFEX,105

which shares the same grid and time step (Masson et al., 2013). The ocean component is NEMO3.6 (Madec et al., 2017),106

which includes 75 vertical levels. The sea ice component is Gelato 6 which is embedded into the ocean component. Gelato107

6 uses five ice thickness categories, in which each category treats the snow as a single layer, while ice is simulated with a108

nine-layer vertical discretization (Voldoire et al., 2019). The coupling between the atmosphere and ocean-sea ice components109

is performed using the OASIS3-MCT software (Craig et al., 2017) at a 1hr frequency.110

111

The first configuration, CNRM-CM6-1 (hereafter CNRM-LR), uses the Tl127 grid for the atmosphere, which has a nominal112

horizontal resolution of 130 km, and the eORCA1 horizontal grid for the ocean (Table 1), which is an extension of the ORCA1113

tripolar grid that differs from ORCA1 by the use of two quasi-isotropic bipolar grids south of 67° S instead of the former Mer-114

cator grid (Voldoire et al., 2019). The second configuration, CNRM-CM6-1-HR (hereafter CNRM-HR), uses the Tl359 grid115

for the atmosphere, which has a nominal horizontal resolution of 50 km, and the eORCA025 horizontal grid for the ocean. The116

vertical resolutions are similar for both configurations and both components (atmosphere and ocean), and enable simulation of117

the QBO (Richter et al., 2020).118

119
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Table 1. Characteristics of the two models at two different resolutions used in this study.

ECMWF-LR ECMWF-HR CNRM-LR CNRM-HR

Atmosphere

Model IFS cycle 43r1 ARPEGE

Grid name Tco199 Tco399 Tl127 Tl359

Nominal resolution (km) 50 25 130 50

Resolution at 50◦N (km) 50 25 142 50

Vertical levels 91 91 91 91

Ocean

Model NEMO3.4 NEMO3.6

Grid name ORCA1 ORCA025 eORCA1 eORCA025

Resolution 1◦ 0.25◦ 1◦ 0.25◦

Vertical levels 75 75 75 75

Sea ice

Model LIM2 Gelato 6

Ice thickness categories 1 5

2.2 Experiments120

Two different experiments are conducted with each model configuration and follow the protocol defined within the PRIMAV-121

ERA project. The first experiment, the control run (CTRL), has a constant forcing corresponding to year 1950 and is run for 100122

years without including 30 years of spin-up, which are not analysed in this study. This control run is similar to the control-1950123

simulation of HighResMIP (Haarsma et al., 2016). The second experiment, the perturbation run (PERT), has the same constant124

forcing as CTRL but with a modified sea ice albedo. In the PERT experiment, the sea ice albedo values (dry snow, melting125

snow, bare frozen ice and bare puddled ice) are reduced to the open ocean value (∼ 0.07) from the first model time step (1st126

January) and are kept equal to this value through the whole model integration to achieve a large Arctic sea ice loss in summer.127

This perturbation increases the absorption of solar radiation and generates a melting of the snow over sea ice and of the sea ice128

itself. This method has already been applied in previous studies but on much longer time scales (Deser et al., 2015; Blackport129

and Kushner, 2016, 2017; Park et al., 2018) and produces consistent climate responses compared to other methods (Screen130

et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020). The PERT experiment is run for 15 months only as our study focuses on the short-term climate131

response to Arctic sea ice loss. Moreover, in order to sample the internal climate variability, 40 members are performed in the132

PERT experiment, where each member starts from a different year of CTRL. This number of members was chosen because133

it allows to reach a good level of statistical significance in several high latitude regions, mainly in the surface air temperature134

response (Screen et al., 2014), without demanding too much computing time. One member is launched every year from CTRL135
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with ECMWF-LR and ECMWF-HR, every two years with CNRM-HR, and every three years with CNRM-LR. As the differ-136

ence between PERT and CTRL is only a change in sea ice, comparing them enables to isolate the effect of sea ice loss. To137

perform our analysis, we compare each member of PERT to the member of its corresponding year in CTRL (PERT-CTRL).138

The atmospheric responses are scaled by the amount of Arctic sea ice extent loss averaged over the summer (July, August and139

September here). Finally, the statistical significance of the atmospheric response, shown in maps, has been estimated using a140

two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test accounting for the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Wilks, 2016). The FDR method was141

first described by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) and limits spurious local test rejections. Indeed, the rejection of the null142

hypothesis is valid if the p values are not larger than a threshold level (10%) that depends on the distribution of the sorted p143

values (Wilks, 2016) obtained here thanks to a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.144

145

2.3 Climate extreme indices146

To determine the changes in extreme climate events, twenty-seven climate extreme indices have been defined by the Expert147

Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) created by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP).148

These indices are mainly used in historical climate model simulations (e.g., Sillmann et al., 2013a) and in model projections149

forced by greenhouse gas emission increases (Sillmann et al., 2013b). Eight climate extreme indices of the ETCCDI are used150

in this study and are summarized in Table 2. These indices are able to show extreme changes in surface air temperature and in151

precipitation over high latitude regions because they use either a relative change based on a percentile or a threshold suitable152

for these regions, such as a threshold to 0°C for the ice days index. Four indices are based on the maximum daily surface air153

temperature : the frequency of cold days (TX10p : % of days over the summer period when the maximum temperature is below154

the 10th percentile of the CTRL), the frequency of warm days (TX90p : % of days over the summer period when the maximum155

temperature exceeds the 90th percentile of the CTRL), the warm spell duration index (WSDI : number of days over the summer156

period with at least 6 consecutive days when the maximum temperature exceeds the 90th percentile of the CTRL) and the ice157

days (ID : number of days over the summer period when the maximum temperature remains below 0°C). This last index (ID)158

should not be confused with sea ice conditions. The last four indices are based on the daily precipitation : the maximum 1 day159

precipitation (RX1day : the maximum 1 day value of precipitation over the summer period), the wet-day precipitation (R95p160

: total amount of precipitation during wet days (>1mm) for days where precipitation exceeds the 95th percentile of the CTRL161

over the summer period), the consecutive dry days (CDD : maximum number of consecutive days over the summer period162

when the daily precipitation does not exceed 1mm) and the consecutive wet days (CWD : maximum number of consecutive163

days over the summer period when the daily precipitation exceeds 1mm). More details are given below or can be found in164

Zhang et al. (2011) or in Sillmann et al. (2013a) for all the indices.165

166

For each calendar day, the values of the 10th (for TX10p) and 90th percentiles (for TX90p and WSDI) of the 40-yr period167

CTRL centered on a 5 day window are first calculated (the vertical blue lines in Fig. 1 on August 1st as example). For each168

month, the number of days exceeding the 90th percentile or less than the 10th percentile are calculated in PERT and in CTRL169
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and are finally weighted by the number of calendar days in this same month (divided by 31 days in August for instance).170

Finally, the difference between the percentage of days in a month exceeding the threshold in PERT and in CTRL is computed.171

The other indices are also determined for CTRL and PERT to be able to compare both simulations and to understand the effect172

of sea ice loss on the extremes.173

Table 2. The eight climate extreme indices used in this study.

Label Name Definition

TX10p Frequency of cold days % of days over the summer period when the maximum temperature is below

the 10th percentile of the CTRL

TX90p Frequency of warm days % of days over the summer period when the maximum temperature exceeds

the 90th percentile of the CTRL

WSDI Warm spell duration Number of days over the summer period with at least 6 consecutive days when

the maximum temperature exceeds the 90th percentile of the CTRL

ID Ice days Number of days over the summer period when the maximum temperature

remains below 0°C

RX1day Maximum 1 day precipitation Maximum 1 day value of precipitation

R95p Wet-day precipitation Total amount of precipitation during wet days (>1mm) for days where

precipitation exceeds the 95th percentile of the CTRL

CDD Consecutive dry days Maximum number of consecutive days when the daily precipitation does not

exceed 1mm

CWD Consecutive wet days Maximum number of consecutive days when the daily precipitation exceeds

1mm

2.4 Studied areas174

Different Arctic regions are considered according to the definitions given in Table 3 and only the continental grids (land area)175

of each region are used in this study. The eight climate extreme indices are first determined for each grid cell, then the regional176

average is computed. Note that when performing spatial averaging, the latitudinal variation in grid cell area is taken into account177

by weighting the values by the cosine of the latitude. There is no longitudinal variation in grid cell area.178
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Figure 1. Probability density function of the maximum surface air temperature over Svalbard in CTRL (blue) and in PERT (red) on August

1st. The left and right vertical blue lines show the 10th and 90th percentiles of the CTRL on a 5 day window, respectively. The percentage

next to the vertical lines indicates the frequency of days exceeding the 10th (left) and the 90th (right) percentiles of the CTRL.

Table 3. Latitude-longitude range of each region.

Region Latitude Longitude

Alaska (AL) 60° N-71° N 169° W-141° W

Northern Canada (NC) 60° N-83° N 141° W-63° W

Greenland (GR) 60° N-83° N 63° W-27° W

Iceland (IC) 63° N-67° N 25° W-12° W

Scandinavia (SC) 60° N-71° N 4°E-30° E

Svalbard (SV) 76° N-81° N 10° E-27° E

Western Russia (WR) 60° N-73° N 30° E-75° E

Eastern Russia (ER) 60° N-77° N 75° E-170° W

3 Results and discussion179

3.1 Sea ice loss180

The seasonality of Arctic sea ice extent in CTRL is well represented for all models with a minimum in September and a max-181

imum in February/March (Fig. 3). However, sea ice extent is overestimated throughout the year in ECMWF-LR, while it fits182

well with the 1950s observations with a sea ice extent around 16 and 8 millions km2 in March and September respectively (e.g.183
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Figure 2. Regions considered in this study. AL stands for Alaska, NC for northern Canada, GR for Greenland, IC for Iceland, SC for

Scandinavia, SV for Svalbard, WR for western Russia and ER for eastern Russia.

Walsh et al., 2017) in the other models. The prescribed drastic change in sea ice albedo (PERT) induces a significant reduction184

in Arctic sea ice extent, peaking in summer (Figs. 3 and 4). The sea ice loss in PERT is unrealistic especially in CNRM. Note185

that using the albedo reduction technique underestimates the sea ice loss in winter, and thus impacts the magnitude of the186

climate responses (Sun et al., 2020). Nonetheless, a good consistency in these responses among different techniques to impose187

sea ice reductions has been observed (Sun et al., 2020). Moreover, the albedo reduction technique estimates well the sea ice188

loss during summer, the season studied here, compared to other techniques (Sun et al., 2020).189

190

The induced sea ice loss in these experiments depends on the model used although the experimental set up is the same. The191

decrease in summer Arctic sea ice extent in PERT compared to CTRL reaches 30% for the two ECMWF model configura-192

tions, and is largely localized in the Barents and Kara Seas and in the eastern Arctic. In the CNRM models, it reaches up to193

100% and it is associated with a total disappearance of sea ice (Figs. 3d and 4). These discrepancies may arise due to a signif-194

icant difference in mean sea ice state between the models, with a large mean sea ice thickness in the ECMWF configurations195

(Figs. A1 and A2), which is closer to reanalysis estimates (Zhang and Rothrock, 2003) than CNRM, and relatively low ocean196

heat transport (Roberts et al., 2018; Docquier et al., 2019), which could lead to more sea ice being retained in PERT in ECMWF.197

198

The sea ice loss also depends on the horizontal resolution, albeit weakly. More absolute sea ice loss is indeed simulated in199

the low resolution models (Fig. 3c). This might be due to larger Arctic sea ice extent in CTRL at lower resolution, particularly200

in the Atlantic sector of the Arctic Ocean (Figs. 3a and 4). A higher ocean resolution generally leads to a decrease in sea201

ice extent and volume in CTRL in several GCMs used in the PRIMAVERA project due to enhanced poleward oceanic heat202
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Figure 3. Arctic sea ice extent (in 106km2) in CTRL (a) and in PERT (b). (c) and (d) show the decrease in Arctic sea ice extent in PERT

compared to CTRL (i.e. CTRL - PERT) in 106km2 and in % relative to the CTRL value, respectively.

transport (Docquier et al., 2019).203

204

3.2 Temperature extremes205

The impact of Arctic sea ice loss on the maximum surface air temperature is now analysed. Figure 5 shows the response of206

maximum daily surface air temperature per million km2 of sea ice loss in summer (JAS). As expected, an increase in maximum207

daily temperature is found over the Arctic. The warming extends to surrounding landmasses such as Canada, Scandinavia and208

northern Russia. Over high latitudes, the CNRM response is larger than the ECMWF one, even after scaling the response by209

the amount of sea ice loss. This could be explained by the insulating effect of sea ice in ECMWF, which still simulates more210

than 2m-thick sea ice in PERT in summer (Fig. A1b), and can limit the warming in that model. The change in horizontal211

resolution does not strongly impact the response, as observed in Streffing et al. (2021), except over the southern Labrador Sea212

in ECMWF. In this model, sea ice is present in that area in CTRL at low resolution but not at high resolution, leading to a213
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Figure 4. Arctic sea ice concentration change (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) in ECMWF-LR (a) and CNRM-LR (b). (c-d) as (a-b) but for

models at high resolution. The green and yellow lines show the sea ice edge (15% ice concentration) from CTRL and PERT, respectively.

Note that for the two CNRM model configurations, no yellow line is present because the sea ice has disappeared in PERT.

warming in ECMWF-LR that is nearly absent in ECMWF-HR.214

215

The probability density function (PDF) of the daily summer maximum temperature is shown in Fig. 6 for eight different216

peripheral Arctic regions (defined in Table 3 and Fig. 2). The change in PERT compared to CTRL is stronger in CNRM (Fig.217

6) because the response cannot be scaled by the amount of sea ice loss in this figure and CNRM experiences a larger Arctic218

sea ice loss than ECMWF (Figs. 3 and 4). A shift to the right of the PDF in PERT compared to CTRL, going hand in hand219
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Figure 5. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) in maximum daily surface air temperature response over the entire summer (JAS) scaled

by the amount of sea ice extent loss for ECWMF-LR (a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). The dots show where the

response is statistically significant according to a 10% level FDR test associated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green and yellow

lines represent the sea ice edge (15% ice concentration) from CTRL and PERT, respectively.

with a shift of the mean towards higher values, occurs due to sea ice loss over all the selected regions. Nonetheless, this shift220

is not symmetrical for most regions, with a larger shift of the left part of the distribution (low temperatures) compared to the221

right part (high temperatures) leading to a change in the shape of the distribution. This means that low maximum surface air222
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temperatures increase more than high maximum surface air temperatures, in agreement with previous studies focusing on high223

latitudes (Kharin et al., 2013; Sillmann et al., 2013a).224

225

Furthermore, the magnitude of the warming depends on the region. The warming over Svalbard is obviously stronger than in226

other regions as Svalbard is made up of islands surrounded (at least in part) by sea ice in early summer in all models in CTRL.227

Thus, the sea ice loss in PERT impacts more easily this region than a continent or an island further south such as Iceland.228

Northern Canada, which is composed of hundred of islands surrounded by sea ice, is the region with the second strongest229

warming. Greenland, although it is an island partially surrounded by sea ice, experiences less warming than the two last re-230

gions because an ice sheet covers almost the whole island and temperatures are much lower over central Greenland, where231

the altitude is high, than over other Arctic regions, which does not lead to an important melt of the sea ice and could mitigate232

the maximum surface air temperature response to a sudden sea ice loss over that region (Figs. 5 and 6). The warming over233

Greenland and North Canada can be related to a negative change of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Folland et al., 2009;234

Ding et al., 2014). However, in these experiments, only CNRM-LR displays a negative change in the NAO but this change is235

small compared to the variability of the ensemble (Fig. A3). As this index exhibits a high variability, 40 members (and even 80236

members by combining the two resolutions) are not enough to detect a robust response in the NAO index.237

238

The increase in maximum surface air temperature over the peripheral Arctic regions is robust although a large internal cli-239

mate variability is present. The signal to noise ratio, estimated as the ensemble mean response divided by the standard error,240

reveals that the signal exceeds the noise due to internal climate variability over the vast majority of high-latitude regions (Fig.241

7a). However, in some regions such as western Scandinavia, the center of Greenland, the northwest territories of Canada and242

the regions of Russia close to 60° N, the noise exceeds the signal showing that the response is small compared to the role of243

internal climate variability even in regions relatively close to the sea ice front.244

245

Figure 8 shows four different temperature extreme indices (see Sect. 2.3) for the eight different regions in summer. As ex-246

pected, all regions experience an increase in frequency of warm days (Fig. 8a), a decrease in frequency of cold days (Fig. 8b),247

an increase of warm spell duration (Fig. 8c) and a decrease of the number of ice days (Fig. 8d) due to Arctic sea ice loss.248

Svalbard exhibits a more drastic change compared to other regions. Indeed, an absolute increase of around 5% (up to 8% in249

CNRM-LR) in warm days frequency (Fig. 8a) and also of around 1 day per month (up to 2,5 days per month in CNRM-LR) in250

warm spell duration (Fig. 8c) per million km2 of sea ice loss are simulated over this region. Furthermore, a loss of one million251

km2 of sea ice leads to a reduction of at least one ice day per month in Svalbard (Fig. 8d). Other regions experience less intense252

change in frequency or persistence but all models agree on the sign of the change except over Scandinavia. These results cannot253

be directly compared to those of the idealized atmospheric general circulation model simulations forced by projected Arctic254

sea ice loss of Screen et al. (2015) because, in the latter study, the response is not scaled by the amount of sea ice loss, the255

oceanic areas are taken into account and the response is averaged over an entire year. However, a global Arctic sea ice loss256

does not seem to lead to the recent increase of hot waves that happened almost only over Northeastern Canada and Greenland257
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Figure 6. Probability Density Function (PDF) of the daily maximum surface air temperature (◦ C−1) in summer (JAS) for ECWMF-LR (a),

CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). PDF of the CTRL is the blue distribution and PDF of the PERT is the red distribution.

The left blue (red) line and the right blue (red) line correspond to the 10th percentile and 90th percentile of the CTRL (PERT), respectively.

A star next to the name of the region shows if the distribution change is statistically significant according to a 5% level Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test. An offset in Y-axis of 0.1 is taken into account for each region.

(Dobricic et al., 2020).258

259

The maximum daily surface air temperature increase is larger in autumn than in summer (not shown), even if the sea ice loss260

is smaller in autumn (see Fig. 3). This can be explained by the turbulent heat flux response, which is enhanced in autumn due261

to a large contrast between the air and surface temperatures during this season (e.g. Deser et al., 2010). However, the increase262

in frequency of warm days and in the warm spell duration are larger in summer over peripheral Arctic regions (not shown),263

highlighting the usefulness of studying the response of extreme events during this season. Finally, all extreme indices studied264

here show a significant increase mainly localized over the Arctic Ocean, which hardly extends over continents (e.g. Fig. A4).265
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Figure 7. Signal to noise ratio in summer averaged for all the models for the daily maximum surface air temperature (a) and for the daily

precipitation (b) responses to summer Arctic sea ice loss. The black line represents where the signal to noise ration is equal to 1.

Nonetheless, the change in frequency of extremes (warm days and cold days) extends more easily towards continents than the266

change in persistence of extremes (WSDI).267

268

3.3 Precipitation extremes269

We now investigate the precipitation response with Fig. 9, which shows the monthly mean precipitation response to sea ice loss270

in summer. An increase in precipitation is found over the Arctic, which is only statistically significant in CNRM. Newly-open271

waters lead to an increase in evaporation, resulting in enhanced precipitation there, in agreement with previous studies (e.g.272

Deser et al., 2010; Semmler et al., 2012; Bintanja and Selten, 2014; Semmler et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2017; England et al.,273

2018). However, although little sea ice melts in PERT over Central Arctic in summer in ECMWF, an increase in precipitation,274

not statistically significant, is simulated over this region (Fig. 9a,c). The fact that this response is not statistically significant275

shows the small signal and the greater importance of internal climate variability for this variable compared to surface air tem-276

perature (Screen et al., 2014). Indeed, only the region close to the North Pole experiences a signal larger than the noise for the277

precipitation response (Fig. 7b), elsewhere, the response is weak compared to internal variability. Furthermore, even by com-278

bining the two resolutions (and having 80 members), the precipitation response is still not statistically significant in peripheral279

Arctic regions (not shown).280

281
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Figure 8. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) per month averaged in summer (JAS) in warm days (a), cold days (b), warm spell duration

index (c) and ice days (d) scaled by the amount of sea ice extent loss for the eight regions defined in Table 3 (Fig. 2) for ECMWF-LR (left

light bar), ECMWF-HR (left dark bar), CNRM-LR (right light bar) and CNRM-HR (right dark bar).

No significant change in net precipitation (P-E) is observed over Central Arctic (Fig. A5) showing that the increase in pre-282

cipation is balanced by the increase in local evaporation over that region. However, a decrease in P-E is detected near the283

continental edges of the Arctic Ocean, which is statistically significant in CNRM (Fig. A5b,d). This highlights the fact that284

the increase in evaporation is larger than the increase in precipitation, which leads to an increase in ocean surface salinity (not285

shown) despite the melting sea ice in these areas.286

287

The PDF of the daily precipitation in summer is shown in Fig. 10. A shift to the right of the PDF in PERT, reflecting an288

increase in precipitation, occurs in some regions due to sea ice loss. Nonetheless, the shift is weaker in the daily precipitation289

response (Fig. 10) than in the daily maximum surface air temperature response (Fig. 6). The change in the distribution between290

CTRL and PERT seems to be symmetrical in all regions except in Svalbard in CNRM. As for the maximum surface air tem-291

perature (Fig. 6), the shift is larger in CNRM due to the greater loss of sea ice (Fig. 10) leading to a greater surface heat flux292

change in this model than in ECMWF (not shown), and can explain the larger response in precipitation in CNRM. Moreover,293
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Figure 9. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) precipitation scaled by the amount of sea ice extent loss for ECWMF-LR

(a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). The dots show where the response is statistically significant according to a 10%

level FDR test associated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green and yellows lines represent the sea ice edge (15% ice concentration)

from CTRL and PERT, respectively.

the increase in precipitation is also stronger in Svalbard and in northern Canada because these regions are made up of islands294

surronded by sea ice, which melts in PERT. Newly-open waters are observed in these regions and lead to a significant increase295

in precipitation. Furthermore, surface waters are warmer in PERT and generate more evaporation. Finally, as the surface air296
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Figure 10. PDF of the daily precipitation in summer (JAS) for ECWMF-LR (a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d).

PDF of the CTRL is the blue distribution and PDF of the PERT is the red distribution. The left blue (red) line and the right blue (red) line

correspond to the 10th percentile and 90th percentile of the CTRL (PERT), respectively. A star next to the name of the region shows if

the distribution change is statistically significant according to a 5% level Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. An offset in Y-axis of 0.1 is taken into

account for each region.

temperature increases in PERT, the water vapor content increases and can therefore potentially generates more precipitation.297

In all other regions, the shift to the right of the precipitation distribution is rather weak (Fig. 10). If we now compare the298

resolutions, no significant differences occur between the LR and the HR, as reported in Streffing et al. (2021).299

300

Figure 11 shows four different precipitation extreme indices (see Sect. 2.3) for the regions in the peripheral Arctic in summer.301

An increase in the intensity of precipitation extreme is simulated in all regions (Fig. 11a,b) and supports the recent observed302

(Chernokulsky et al., 2019) and projected (Kharin et al., 2018) increase in heavy precipitation. If we average all the models,303

Svalbard is still the region with the largest increase in intensity of precipitation (Fig. 11a,b). However, other regions further304
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south, such as Iceland or Scandinavia, experience an increase in intensity which can be larger than in Svalbard in some models305

when the very wet days in a month are summed up (Fig. 11b). Regions over Russia display less significant changes, mainly in306

the maximum 1 day precipitation indice (Fig. 11a).307

308

The change in persistence of extreme precipitation over the different regions (Fig. 11c,d), mainly in consecutive dry days309

(Fig. 11c), is not as consistent as the change in magnitude (Fig. 11a,b). Several regions, such as Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia310

and western Russia, have a different sign in the response in the consecutive dry days duration to sea ice loss (Fig. 11c). In the311

other regions, all models show a decrease in the number of consecutive dry days. Nonetheless, the change in consecutive wet312

days duration is more consistent among the regions and the models (Fig. 11d). Over Greenland, a larger change in magnitude313

than in persistence of extreme precipitation is simulated and could be related to the lack of a significant circulation change (e.g.314

Fig. A3). Over Svalbard, a decrease in consecutive dry days duration and an increase in consecutive wet days duration of up315

to 0.3 days per million km2 of sea ice loss is modelled in CNRM-LR (Fig. 11c,d), but is weaker in the other models. Finally,316

the response in persistence of extreme precipitation remains more restricted to the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 12) than the response in317

monthly mean precipitation (Fig. 9).318

319

4 Conclusions320

As the Arctic sea ice continues its decline throughout the century, its variability is projected to increase (e.g. Goosse et al.,321

2009). Observing a drastic summer sea ice retreat for one particular year becomes a distinct possibility, yet the consequences of322

such an event on the atmosphere have been little explored. The summertime changes in temperature and precipitation extremes323

over the peripheral Arctic regions after a sudden sea ice retreat was investigated here. To our knowledge, this study is the324

first one to address this last question in depth following a coordinated (fully coupled) two-model approach in which idealized325

albedo experiments have been conducted. These experiments help to isolate as much as possible the effect of the Arctic sea ice326

loss without confounding factors, such as a change in sea surface temperature or in radiative forcing.327

328

During the summer with a strong decline in Arctic sea ice extent, an increase in frequency and persistence of the maximum329

surface air temperature occurs over all the peripheral Arctic regions. This increase is especially large in regions made up of330

islands surrounded by sea ice in CTRL such as Svalbard or the northern Canada. Svalbard experiences the largest change with331

an increase of more than 4% (per million km2 of sea ice loss) in the frequency of warm days and of around 1 day (per million332

km2 of sea ice loss) in warm spell duration index. Over all regions, the low maximum temperatures increase more than the333

high maximum temperatures in summer in response to sea ice loss.334

335

An increase in extreme precipitation is also found over the peripheral Arctic regions. Nonetheless, the change in precipita-336

tion is smaller and less significant than the change in maximum surface air temperature. Furthermore, the response in extreme337
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Figure 11. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) per month in summer (JAS) in maximum one day precipitation (a), very wet days (b),

consecutive dry days (c) and consecutive wet days (d) scaled by the amount of sea ice extent loss for the eight regions (Fig. 2) for ECMWF-

LR (left light bar), ECMWF-HR (left dark bar), CNRM-LR (right light bar) and CNRM-HR (right dark bar). The response is scaled by the

amount of the summer Arctic sea ice loss.
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Figure 12. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) consecutive dry days duration scaled by the amount of sea ice extent

loss in ECWMF-LR (a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). The dots show where the response is statistically significant

according to a 10% level FDR test associated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green and yellow lines represent the sea ice edge (15%

ice concentration) for CTRL and PERT, respectively.
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precipitation remains more restricted to the Arctic Ocean than the response in mean precipitation. Consistent with the tem-338

perature response, Svalbard shows again the largest change, with a decrease in consecutive dry days duration and an increase339

in consecutive wet days duration of 0.3 days (per million km2 of sea ice loss) in CNRM-LR. However, an increase in the340

magnitude of precipitation occurs in all the peripheral Arctic regions in all models.341

342

The increase in extreme precipitation is found in all the peripheral regions but is relatively small compared to internal climate343

variability. For the maximum surface air temperature, the signal exceeds the noise in the majority of the regions north of 60°344

N. Even if the two models (ECMWF and CNRM) experience different Arctic sea ice loss, both show a change (scaled by the345

amount of sea ice loss) relatively similar in maximum surface air temperature and precipitation, suggesting that the response346

over the peripheral Arctic regions evolves about linearly with respect to the amount of sea ice loss. This shows the minor347

importance of the role of the dynamical response in high latitudes, which tends to be non-linear (Petoukhov and Semenov,348

2010), compared to the role of the thermodynamical response in summer. However, a stronger sea ice loss could produce a349

larger statistically significant response even when the response is scaled by the amount of sea ice loss. Finally, using a higher350

horizontal resolution does not considerably affect the response on extreme maximum surface temperature or precipitation.351

352

Further studies are encouraged to study the response of climate extremes over Arctic regions to sudden sea ice loss as it can353

influence local communities (Ford et al., 2008), agriculture (Stevenson et al., 2014) and biodiversity (Hollowed et al., 2013;354

Haug et al., 2017). More members would be needed to detect robust change in extreme precipitation even at high latitudes.355

Moreover, it would be interesting to analyse the change in extremes over peripheral Arctic regions in summer with other356

sensitivity experiments simulating a more realistic seasonal cycle of Arctic sea ice loss and using different sea ice perturbation357

techniques, such as nudging. In conclusion, it is clear that Arctic sea ice loss alone impacts the extreme events on maximum358

surface temperature over the peripheral Arctic regions, and efforts such as those previously mentioned would help better359

quantify these climate impacts on these regions.360
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Appendix A361

Figure A1. Arctic sea ice thickness (in m) in CTRL (a) and in PERT (b). (c) and (d) show the decrease in Arctic sea ice extent in PERT

compared to CTRL (i.e. CTRL - PERT) in m and in % relative to the CTRL value, respectively.
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Figure A2. Arctic sea ice thickness change (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) in ECMWF-LR (a) and CNRM-LR (b). (c-d) as (a-b) but for

models at high resolution. The green and yellow lines show the sea ice edge (15% ice concentration) from CTRL and PERT, respectively.

Note that for the two CNRM model configurations, no yellow line is present because the sea ice has disappeared in PERT.
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Figure A3. Boxplot of the summer NAO index (station-based method) in PERT compared to CTRL, where the CTRL has been taken as the

40 year reference period, for all members in each model. The p-value of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between PERT and CTRL is shown

below each boxplot.
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Figure A4. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) warm spell duration index scaled by the amount of sea ice extent

loss in ECWMF-LR (a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). The dots show where the response is statistically significant

according to a 10% level FDR test associated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green and yellow lines represent the sea ice edge (15%

ice concentration) from CTRL and PERT, respectively.
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Figure A5. Ensemble mean changes (PERT-CTRL) in summer (JAS) precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) scaled by the amount of sea

ice extent loss for ECWMF-LR (a), CNRM-LR (b), ECMWF-HR (c) and CNRM-HR (d). The dots show where the response is statistically

significant according to a 10% level FDR test associated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The green and yellows lines represent the sea ice

edge (15% ice concentration) from CTRL and PERT, respectively.
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